Welcome Reception

The Data & Web Science M.Sc. Programme welcomes the newly admitted students for the academic year 2019-2020. You are welcome to participate to this event which will take place on Monday October 7, 4.30pm at Kalamaria Premises, Ethnikis Antistasis 16.

We are happy because Cosmas Vamvalis will give a talk during the welcome. Mr Vamvalis is the Managing Director of ATLANTIS ENGINEERING, Chairman of the European Federation of National Maintenance Societies (EFNMS), BoD member in the Association of Information Technology companies of Northern Greece (SEPVE), coordinator of the Technology Forum (TF) and coordinator of the outward-looking committee of Technopolis.

Title: “IT cutting edge technologies and global emerging solutions from a business perspective”

Short description: The role and the importance of the data analyst in the Industry 4.0 era. Additionally, how other products, consulting services or activities can assist the acceptance of the integrated solution in the international market”

Presenter: Cosmas Vamvalis, ATLANTIS ENGINEERING

Cosmas Vamvalis is an Electrical Engineer from Democritium University of Thrace – Greece on 1991, M.Sc. degree in Integrated Manufacturing Systems from the University of Birmingham – U.K. on 1992. The period 1992-1994 worked for LAND ROVER – U.K. in the design, development and implementation of a computerized maintenance management system. The period 1995-1996 worked for APCO CONTROL VALVES as production manager. The period 1996-1998 worked for LOGISMOS as member of the development team of Momentum ERP system. The period 1998-2000 worked for HELLENIC FABRICS in charge of the computerized production systems. From 2000 till now he is Managing Director of ATLANTIS ENGINEERING. His position includes the management of Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) development and implementation and the participation in Research Projects, including the technical management of two Factories of the Future (FoF) projects. He is Chairman in the European Federation of National Maintenance Societies (EFNMS), BoD member in the Association of Information Technology companies of Northern Greece (SEPVE), coordinator of the Technology Forum (TF) and coordinator of the outward-looking committee of Technopolis.